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ABSTRACT 

The compensated magnetic order and characteristic, terahertz frequencies of antiferromagnetic 

materials makes them promising candidates to develop a new class of robust, ultra-fast spintronic 

devices. The manipulation of antiferromagnetic spin-waves in thin films is anticipated to lead to 

new exotic phenomena such as spin-superfluidity, requiring an efficient propagation of spin-waves 

in thin films. However, the reported decay length in thin films has so far been limited to a few 

nanometers. In this work, we achieve efficient spin-wave propagation, over micrometer distances, 

in thin films of the insulating antiferromagnet hematite with large magnetic domains whilst 

evidencing much shorter attenuation lengths in multidomain thin films. Through transport and 

magnetic imaging, we conclude on the role of the magnetic domain structure and spin-wave 

scattering at domain walls to govern the transport. We manipulate the spin transport by tailoring 

the domain configuration through field cycle training. For the appropriate crystalline orientation, 

zero-field spin-transport is achieved across micrometers, as required for device integration. 

 

MAIN TEXT 

Recently, the focus of spintronics research has been shifting towards utilizing antiferromagnetic 

materials, with benefits over ferromagnets including terahertz spin dynamics and high stability 
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against applied external magnetic fields, whilst the multiple sublattices of an antiferromagnet offer 

possibilities for novel phenomena not observed in ferromagnets.1,2 Beyond reading3,4 and 

switching5,6 of the antiferromagnetic order, the manipulation of antiferromagnetic spin-waves 

could open pathways to both the development of ultrafast spin-logic devices, and to the realization 

of room temperature spin-superfluidity, the spin analogue to superconductivity.7–9 However, the 

efficient transport of antiferromagnetic spin-waves  has only been demonstrated in a mm thick 

antiferromagnetic single crystal,10 whilst  reports on thin film antiferromagnets have shown that 

spin-information only propagates across a few nanometers in both insulating11–14 and metallic15–18 

antiferromagnets.   

Spin-transport in antiferromagnetic insulators occurs through the excitation of the magnetic 

order, and the propagation of spin-waves, also known as magnons. Antiferromagnetic magnons 

can be either linearly- or circularly-polarized. However, only circularly-polarized magnon modes, 

present in antiferromagnets with an easy-axis anisotropy, carry angular momentum, permitting the 

transport of spin-information.19 The spin-information of these magnons is carried (anti-)parallel to 

the equilibrium orientation of the antiferromagnetic Néel vector, n.10,20 The propagation of 

antiferromagnetic magnons can be monitored in an adjacent heavy metal layer acting as the source 

of detection and of excitation.10,21 The generated signal strength is proportional to ∝ (𝒏𝒏 ⋅ 𝝁𝝁𝑆𝑆)2, 

where 𝝁𝝁𝒔𝒔 is the spin-accumulation in the heavy metal, leading to a maximal efficiency for n||μs. 

The additional application of an external magnetic field, H, can be used to manipulate the direction 

of n with respect to μs and also serves to tune the frequencies of the contributing magnons. In 

particular, in an easy-axis (EA) antiferromagnet, H||�̂�𝑧(EA) leads to the well-known spin-flop 

transition, with the presence of a soft magnon mode21,22 and by which the magnons undergo a 

transition from circular to linear polarization and the spin conductance is anticipated to diverge.21 
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The decay length of such excited magnons is expected to scale with their frequency,15,23 and to 

depend on the magnetic damping of the material, which is reduced in insulating compounds due 

to the absence of conduction electrons.24,25 This is in contradiction with the short propagation 

lengths reported in both metallic and insulating systems indicating that there is a mechanism in 

addition to the intrinsic magnetic damping dominating the transport of spin waves in this class of 

materials. 

A particularly promising antiferromagnetic material for spin-transport is the iron oxide hematite, 

α-Fe2O3, an ubiquitous prototypical antiferromagnet commonly used in applications as diverse as 

humidity sensors26 and photoelectrochemical cells.27 Beyond these applications, it is also a 

promising material to investigate the propagation and manipulation of antiferromagnetic spin-

waves using spintronic effects, given its low magnetic damping and intrinsic micrometer spin-

diffusion length in bulk single crystals.10 Hematite is also unique for its well-known Morin phase 

transition (MT),28 where it undergoes a transition at a temperature TM from an easy-axis phase 

along the (0001) c-axis to an easy-plane phase where the magnetic moments lie perpendicular to 

(0001) (TM ~ 260 K in undoped bulk crystals). While long-distance spin-transport has been studied 

in bulk hematite,10 investigating the transport in thin films will permit one to unravel the 

mechanism controlling the transport of magnons in thin film antiferromagnets. Answering this 

question could also permit one to realize the potential of this materials class in an applications-

relevant thin film setting.  

In this work, we address these open questions by realizing long-distance magnon transport in a 

thin film antiferromagnetic system and we identify the mechanisms governing the magnon 

propagation length by a systematic study. As the materials system, we employ epitaxial α-Fe2O3 

thin films grown on sapphire substrates with different surface plane orientations.29,30 The magnon 
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propagation is investigated in these films as a function of the strength of a magnetic field applied 

along different directions with respect to the magnetic symmetry axes allowing for the extraction 

of the magnon propagation lengths of the different systems. To unravel the origin of the differences 

in the observed spin-transport length scales, the antiferromagnetic domain structure of the same 

films is determined by direct imaging and we identify, in conjunction with theoretical calculations, 

scattering at domain walls as the factor governing the propagation and thus the transport length.  

First, we consider α-Fe2O3 grown along the (0001) direction. These films show a Morin 

transition at TM = 200 K which is hysteretic in nature31 (details of the growth, Supporting 

Information), below which n is aligned along the c-axis, which is out of the plane as shown 

schematically in Fig. 1(a) (along z for T < TM). 

When a charge current 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  flows through the Pt injector of a non-local structure (Fig. 1(a) and 

details in Supporting Information), a transverse spin current is created due to the spin Hall Effect 

(SHE) and a spin-bias 𝝁𝝁𝑠𝑠 builds up at the Pt/α-Fe2O3 interface polarized within the sample plane 

along y32. Given that a dissipation channel opens up as a spin flow across this interface, this spin-

bias results in the excitation of spin-polarized magnons for a parallel alignment of the 

antiferromagnetic order and 𝝁𝝁𝑠𝑠. A resulting non-equilibrium magnon population builds up in the 

α-Fe2O3 for 𝝁𝝁𝑠𝑠||n that then diffuses away from the injector.10,33 The polarization of the non-

equilibrium magnons, whether linear or circular, will depend on the symmetries of the 

antiferromagnet being investigated. The magnonic spin current flowing in the antiferromagnet is 

then absorbed by a Pt detector due to the non-equilibrium between the magnon population of the 

α-Fe2O3 and the electron population of the Pt at the interface,10,33 whereby it is converted to a 

charge current via the inverse SHE. This spin-bias signal can then be expressed as a non-local 

resistance (𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖⁄ ).  
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We measured Rel for selected different antiferromagnetic configurations with the magnetic fields 

in the sample plane, parallel to the wires (which are parallel to x) and out of the plane, along the 

easy-axis (along z), Fig. 1. Here, we focus on measurements performed at 175 K, below TM, in the 

easy-axis phase where we can stabilize and propagate circularly-polarized magnons.  

  

Figure. 1. (a) Schematic of the used non-local geometry of platinum wires on top of an 

antiferromagnetic insulator thin film. The electrical contacts and axes are indicated as well as the 

relative orientation of the Néel vector (blue) in respectively the easy-axis (T<TM) and easy-plane 

(T>TM) phases (here assuming an additional threefold in-plane anisotropy) for the 100 nm thick 

(0001) films. (b) Spin-bias signal for H||z and a wire separation of 750 nm in geometry two, scaled 

appropriately. The spin-bias signal displays a hysteretic-like behavior due to an additional 

magnetic anisotropy of magnetoelastic origin above 𝜇𝜇0𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| ≈ 5 .5 T that needs to be overcome 

when lowering the field and shows a training effect with field cycling (1-3) that is reset when 

warmed above TM. (c) Spin-bias signal for H||x and a wire separation of 750 nm wires in geometry 

two, scaled appropriately. The spin-bias signal increases up to 𝜇𝜇0𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
⊥ = 2.5 T, where the Néel 

vector 𝒏𝒏 is aligned along y. This orientation shows no training effect or hysteresis. 
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For a field applied along y, perpendicular to the non-local Pt wires, as well as at zero field, we 

observe no spin-bias signal arising from the injected spins as in all these cases n⊥μs. On the 

contrary, maximal signals for Rel are observed for magnetic fields perpendicular to the wires in 

ferromagnetic materials.33 For a field H||z (Fig. 1(b)), we observe the spin-flop transition at around 

𝜇𝜇0𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| ≈ 5 T, above which n lies in the sample plane (see Fig. 1(a)). The transmitted signal 

reaches a maximum in close vicinity to 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| . As the field is reduced back to zero, we see a 

hysteresis like behavior emerging, where the Rel is larger for some field range than for the 

increasing field branch. By repeated field cycling, we also see a clear training effect, where the 

peak amplitude increases and the transition width becomes sharper with successive cycles 

indicating changes in the magnetic properties. As a first key result, this demonstrates that the 

properties of the spin transport are not given just by the magnetic system but can be additionally 

tuned by magnetic field effects.  

We ascribe the observed enhancement of the transport with applied field to the strong induced 

softening of one of the magnon modes10,22,34 in the vicinity of spin-flop transition and the 

corresponding increase of the magnon population as the magnon gap is reduced. Below 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| , 

n⊥μs and the signal is suppressed whilst in the transition region around 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| , n has a non-zero 

projection on μs leading to a pronounced contribution to the signal. As the field is further increased 

(𝐻𝐻 > 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| ), the excited magnons adopt a linear polarization in the easy-plane phase, the magnon 

gap opens and the signal diminishes. 

The hysteretic behavior observed, along with the training effect in these (0001) thin films is 

distinctly different from the behavior found previously for single crystals.10 To understand this 

behavior, we need to firstly take into account the particular geometry where the field is applied 
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along the easy-axis perpendicular to the surface, which has not been previously measured for single 

crystals. In this case above the spin-flop with H||z, n is in the easy-plane phase, which exhibits a 

3-fold in-plane degeneracy. This leads to the formation of domains where, due to this 3-fold 

degeneracy, the Néel vector rotates by 60° in adjacent domains. Successive field cycles through 

the spin-flop transition lead to depinning and annihilation of domains walls, and given the 

pronounced increase of the signal this is a first indication that the spin-transport depends on the 

domain configuration. The domain formation above the spin-flop is dominated by the 

magnetostrictive interaction, which can be sizeable in hematite,35 and additionally imperfections 

of the substrate as the growth seed can have an effect. Such an additional magnetostrictive-induced 

anisotropy above 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  leads to a pinning potential that must be overcome when the magnetic field 

is lowered thus leading to the hysteretic signal due to hysteretic changes in the domain structure. 

From a hysteresis width of ~ 1.5 T, we calculate a uniaxial anisotropy field of 30 mT and 

magnetostrictive field of 8 mT. From this, we can estimate the strength of the pinning to be 8 ×

102 J
m3 in agreement with literature values on bulk samples35 (details, see model in Supporting 

Information).  

Beyond this first geometry of the applied field direction, we next apply the field along the wires, 

H||x (see Fig. 1(c)). We also observe a spin-bias signal in this geometry. We note that in easy-axis 

antiferromagnets that also have a bulk Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) parallel to the 

easy-axis, a spin-reorientation for 𝑯𝑯 ⊥ 𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄 can occur.36-38 This transition is not seen in simple easy-

axis antiferromagnets without bulk DMI such as Cr2O3 and is a smooth second-order transition, 

unlike the hysteretic spin-flop transition at 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| . In an applied field perpendicular to the EA, the 

spins begin to cant towards the direction of H, leading to an arising perpendicular component of 

the DMI. This component then acts to align the spins perpendicular to the easy-axis given its 
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antisymmetric nature. The net result is such that, from zero field to a critical field 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
⊥ , the spins 

smoothly rotate and align perpendicular to both the external field and the DMI vector (||EA). This 

leads to a progressive parallel alignment of n and µs, accompanied by the softening of one magnon 

mode37,38 allowing us to draw strong parallels to magnetic field transitions along respectively the 

hard and easy-axis of a ferromagnet. Similarly to the H||z case, these two features explain the 

increasing signal up to 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
⊥  where n||μs. The signal is furthermore exhibiting a π periodicity of 

the angle between n and μs (see Supporting Information). Above this critical field of the spin-

reorientation, the signal again decreases at large fields due to the emergent linearly-polarized 

magnons and an opening of the magnon gap.37,38 In contrast to the case H||z, no additional domain 

structure is formed when H||x, as the equilibrium orientation of n is nondegenerate, leading to the 

absence of any hysteresis or training effects. We note here that these measurements were 

performed 25 K below the measured Morin transitions of these films, however the same signals 

are observed in the clean easy-axis phase at 100 K, whilst the signal is drastically different at 290 

K in the clean easy-plane phase (see Supporting Information). 

As a magnonic spin current is transmitted when μs and n are parallel, in the (0001) oriented 

films this requires the application of high magnetic fields. Such fields are impractical and 

inefficient for applications that make use of antiferromagnetic components, in addition to the 

problem of the ambiguity of the signal in the “flopped” state for H||EA as the magnon modes 

transition from circularly to linearly polarized. It has also been shown that in ferromagnetic 

systems, the application of large magnetic fields strongly modifies the spin diffusion length39 

although it is unclear if such an effect is also present in antiferromagnets.15 Therefore, rather than 

using magnetic fields to align n and μs, a zero-field projection would not only be more practical 
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for antiferromagnetic transport applications, but also allow for the investigation of the transport 

properties of antiferromagnetic magnons without the modification of the magnon spectra.  

Therefore we next grow (11�02) (r-plane) oriented thin films of hematite which exhibit a Morin-

temperature TM=200 K (see Supporting Information),  and have both a stable surface termination40 

and a zero-field projection of n onto the surface plane. For wires perpendicular to the EA projection 

(Fig. 2(a)), a parallel alignment of n and μs is possible below the spin-reorientation. Thus, we can 

study potential zero-field transport as a function of external field perpendicular (H||x, Fig. 2(b)) 

and parallel (H||y, Fig. 2(c)) to the wires. A significant signal is observed even at zero field where 

the magnon polarizations have a nonzero projection on μs. With increasing field the signal 

increases until n rotates perpendicular to H41 and the field dependence shows no training effect or 

hysteresis. The suppression of the signal with increasing field above the spin-flop transition has 

the same origin as for the previously discussed (0001) growth orientation. This crystallographic 

orientation thus highlights that an efficient magnonic transport is possible through a careful choice 

of geometry, even without an applied field.  

 

Figure 2. (a) Sketch of non-local geometry with respect to the magnetic axis for 500 nm thick 

(11�02) hematite films. The EA is tilted 33° in the yz plane, indicated by the dashed line. The Néel 

vector lies parallel to the EA at zero-field. (b, c) Spin-bias signal for (11�02) hematite with wires 
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separated by 850 nm perpendicular to the projection of the EA. The field is directed along (b) H||x 

and (c) H||y for two cycles (1,2). There exists a significant spin-bias signal at zero-field that is 

suppressed at high fields as the Néel vector rotates. There is no observed training effect or 

hysteresis for this geometry. The error bars are the standard deviation of the data points. 

 

The key question is then the propagation length, and whether information can be transported 

across sufficient distances to allow for the development of spin-logic devices. While previously 

transport in thin film antiferromagnets has only been possible over few nm distances, we can 

transport spins here over µm as shown in Fig. 3 (the value of Rel was recorded at both 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
| |  and 

𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
⊥  in the (0001) films whilst for the (11�02) films, the value at μ0H = 1.5 T for H||x and H||y 

is taken to remove any possible interfacial canting 42). The lack of a threshold7,8 and the used 

elevated temperature of 175 K indicate that diffusive rather than superfluid transport dominates,10 

allowing us to use a one-dimensional spin-diffusion-relaxation equation to estimate the spin-

diffusion lengths in our films.33 We find for (0001) and (11�02) samples for the three selected 

geometries: 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
⊥ = 350 nm, 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟,1.5 𝑇𝑇

𝒙𝒙 = 600 nm, and 𝜆𝜆𝑟𝑟,1.5 𝑇𝑇
𝒚𝒚 = 800 nm, which is two orders of 

magnitude greater than previous reports for epitaxial11 or polycrystalline12 thin film 

antiferromagnets. However, one must also note that the distance dependence of Rel at 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  cannot 

be fitted with a simple 1D spin-diffusion model and, for this situation, the hysteretic behavior and 

the observed training effects do not allow for an unambiguous determination (inset of Fig. 3). 

Together with the observation that the signal during the hysteretic behavior depends on the field 

cycling which affects the spin structure, this raises the major open question of the origin of the 

transport of magnons across distances far larger than previously observed in thin film 
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antiferromagnets. Furthermore, we need to explain why the spin-transport length-scales vary so 

strongly even within a single material and cannot be described for all geometries by a simple 

diffusion model.33 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Distance dependence of non-local resistance Rel  for (0001) hematite at both 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  (red) 

and 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
⊥  (blue) as well as (11�02) hematite for a field directed along x (green) and y (grey) along 

with fits to the one-dimensional spin-diffusion equation. The solid red line of 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  represents a 

diffusion equation with two characteristic lengths. Inset shows the spin-bias signal for low 

distances. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the data. For 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  the error bars 

represent the standard deviation of multiple field cycles. The curve at 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  (red) is the average 

across many successive field cycles for each device at the peak field for the lowering field sweep. 

 

To analyze the mechanisms that govern the propagation lengths, we consider two factors. The 

decay of magnons due to magnetic damping leads to an attenuation that is, in the simplest model, 

a materials property and independent of the spin structure. Additionally, scattering of magnons is 
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predicted to occur at magnetic domain walls43,44 leading to a spin-structure dependent propagation 

length and could serve as a possible explanation for the short diffusion lengths previously seen. 

To investigate these factors, we performed X-ray magnetic linear dichroism photoelectron 

emission (XMLD-PEEM) imaging at the Fe L2 edge (details, see Supporting information). Whilst 

the domain structure of the (11�02) films at zero-field can be imaged directly, the domain structure 

in the (0001) films at either 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  and 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

⊥  cannot be directly observed due to the need for high 

magnetic fields that cannot be applied during PEEM imaging. However, the type of domain 

structure at the spin-flop field can be obtained by making use of the temperature-field equivalence 

for hematite and instead imaging the spin-structure above TM, where the magnetic state is also in 

the easy-plane and energetically a similar situation is attained.36 For the (0001) films, we observe 

in Fig. 4(a)-4(c) (100 K – 300 K) a multi-domain pattern. Above TM (Fig. 4(c)) we find domain 

sizes of a few hundred nanometers. When we reduce the temperature, the domain spin structure 

changes strongly across the Morin transition to a state that is reproducible when cooling. 

Surprisingly, we still measure a contrast from magnetic domains below TM (see Fig. 4(a)) where 

the spin-structure should be in the easy-axis phase, and 180° domains should lead to the same 

dichroic signal and the absence of contrast. We associate this contrast to a distribution of the 

growth crystallites leading to an off-axis component of n (see Supporting Information). However, 

we can infer the presence of 180° domain walls below TM from the clear observation in the (11�02) 

films (see Fig. 4(d)) as discussed later.45 Whilst the domain structure above TM gives an indication 

of the magnetic state at 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| , no direct, quantitative way exists to access the magnetic state at 

𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
⊥ . Nevertheless, the domains are expected to be similarly sized and lack degeneracy at 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

⊥ , 

as evidenced by the non-hysteretic transport signal (Fig.1(c)), separated by 180° domain walls.  
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Figure 4. (a)-(c) XMLD-PEEM images of 100 nm thick (0001) hematite at T1 = 100 K, T2 = 250 

K and T3 = 300 K, and µ0H = 0 T. (d) XMLD-PEEM imaging of 500 nm (1102) hematite at T = 

100 K, below the Morin transition, and µ0H = 0 T. Large, micrometer sized domains are separated 

by clear 180° domain walls. The scale bars represent 2 μm. 

 

In the (11�02) films, we observe below TM and at zero-field that 180° domain walls separate 

large single domain areas and the contrast is larger than for the (0001) orientation due to the 

inclination of the easy-axis (see Fig. 4(d)). To our knowledge, the clear observation of 180° 

antiferromagnetic domain walls in antiferromagnetic films has not been reported, and so far only  

90° domain walls have been observed.46 The size of the domains is of the order of many 

micrometers, an order of magnitude larger than in the (0001) orientation. The (11�02) films thus 

show not only longer propagation lengths than (0001) films but also larger antiferromagnetic 

domains, highlighting the relation between the domain structure and the spin-transport.  

To understand this behavior, we discuss the propagating magnonic spin current properties and 

its interaction with domains and domain walls. The magnons are excited with a broad spectrum of 
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energy and wavevector (k) with an upper limit determined by the thermal energy. Within a single 

domain, the magnon propagation length is mainly determined by spatial diffusion with a length 

scale governed by the magnetic damping. However, the presence of domain walls introduces 

additional dissipation channels through spin-dependent scattering.43,44,47 This can reduce the 

propagation length of the magnons and experimentally lead to an attenuation of the signal. At 60° 

domain walls, such as above 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| , magnons scatter due to the Néel order reorientation between 

the neighboring domains, however the question of the behavior at a 180° domain wall remains.  

For circularly-polarized magnons, as in the easy-axis phase of hematite, we now develop a 

simple toy model of the scattering process at a 180° domain wall pinned by a homogeneous 

distribution of defects acting to fix the orientation of n in the center of the domain wall. The 

dynamics of the space (r) distribution of the Néel vector n(r, t) (|n|=1) in an antiferromagnetic 

texture is described within the Lagrange formalism.48,49 By solving the Lagrange function, we can 

establish the expression of a pinned domain wall (including its width 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷) in the presence of 

uniaxial anisotropy and homogeneous pinning around the domain wall (see Supporting 

Information). The magnons in the domain wall are the perturbations of the Néel vector on top of 

the static magnetic texture. In the limit of a pinning width much smaller than the domain wall 

width (𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 ≪ 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷), the domain wall leads to the reflection of incident plane waves with a 

reflection coefficient given by, 

𝑅𝑅 =
4�𝐸𝐸pin/𝐸𝐸DW�

2

4�𝐸𝐸pin/𝐸𝐸DW�
2

+ 𝑘𝑘2𝑥𝑥DW
2

, (1) 

with 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 the domain wall width, 𝐸𝐸pin and 𝐸𝐸DW respectively the pinning and domain wall 

energies. As seen from this equation, pronounced reflection (with the reflection coefficient R ≤ 1) 
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occurs for magnons with a wave-vector k ≤ kcrit, where the critical value is the upper limit of the 

reflecting potential given by,  

𝒌𝒌crit =
4𝐸𝐸pin

𝐸𝐸DW

1
𝑥𝑥DW

, (2) 

which depends on the ratio between the pinning and the domain wall energies.  

It should be mentioned that although equation (1) is derived under the assumption that H=0, it 

is also valid for H ≤ Hsf, the spin flop field, where the energy of the domain wall now adopts the 

field-dependence given by, 𝐸𝐸DW → 𝐸𝐸DW�1 − 𝐻𝐻2/𝐻𝐻sf
2. This means that in the vicinity of the spin-

flop field, the reflection of magnons substantially increases 𝒌𝒌crit ≫ 1/𝑥𝑥DW. 

From this model, we find that the scattering is significant up to a critical value of the wavevector, 

kcrit, which is proportional to the pinning field obtained from the experimental data. For large 

pinning, all types of antiferromagnetic magnons can scatter from the domain walls and the 

propagation length is dominated by the domain size.  

This now allows us to explain the observed transport: with magnetic domains larger than the 

diffusion length, the magnon transport obeys a 1D diffusive model in the (11�02) films. In in the 

(0001) films, with the presence of many domain walls that act as scattering sites, the signal 

attenuates over shorter distances where the size of the domains serve to define the characteristic 

decay length. This additional scattering can then be described by a set of diffusion equations, 

𝐷𝐷𝒌𝒌Δ𝜌𝜌𝒌𝒌 −
1
𝜏𝜏
𝜌𝜌𝒌𝒌 = 0, (3) 

where the diffusion coefficients Dk depend on the magnon wavenumber k, 𝜌𝜌𝒌𝒌 is the number of 

magnons with the certain k per unit volume, 𝜏𝜏 is the relaxation time whose dependence on k can 

be neglected. As the domain walls are effectively transparent for magnons with a large wavevector, 

k>kcrit, the corresponding diffusion coefficient is that of a single domain sample, Dk = D0. 
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However, for magnons with a wavevector less than kcrit, the scattering from the domain walls 

greatly reduces the effective rate of diffusion. For simplicity, we then assume that in this case, Dk 

~ D1 for all magnons below this threshold, k<kcrit. Within this simplified picture, the electrical 

signal, i.e. Rel, measured at a distance x is then proportional to the total magnon flux,  

R𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑥𝑥) ∝�𝜌𝜌k′ (𝑥𝑥)
k

≈ 𝜌𝜌0 �
𝑓𝑓
λ1

exp �−
𝑥𝑥
λ1
� +

1 − 𝑓𝑓
λ0

exp �−
𝑥𝑥
λ0
�� (4) 

where 𝜌𝜌0 is the total number of magnons created in the vicinity of the injector due to the spin 

accumulation μs, f is the fraction of magnons with k<kcrit and λ0,1 = �𝐷𝐷0,1𝜏𝜏  is the diffusion length 

of the magnons with respectively k<kcrit and k>kcrit. We use equation (4) to fit the experimental 

data in Fig. 3 for the value of Rel in the (0001) film at 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
||  with λ1 = 67 nm and λ0 = 700 nm. We 

present in the Supporting Information a summary of the diffusion lengths for the curves in Fig. 3 

alongside the size of the domains imaged in Fig. 4 extracted from intensity profiles of the PEEM 

images.  

We thus find that magnons with a high wavenumber, in other words the high frequency magnons 

that one would aim to use for antiferromagnetic devices, diffuse with a characteristic length 

comparable to the other geometries discussed so far whilst the low frequency magnons are 

scattered with a secondary characteristic length scale qualitatively governed by the domain 

structure (Fig. 4). There has been increasing interest in the past few years in the transport regime 

of magnons in antiferromagnets, including in the diffusive50 and in particular the superfluid 

regimes.8,51 Such a possible magnonic supercurrent can exist in antiferromagnets with an easy 

plane anisotropy, such as above 𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
|| , however, it suffers from phase slips that act to disrupt the 

precession of n within the easy-plane.52,53 In the presence of spin structures like domain walls, the 

flowing magnons can be absorbed by the spin texture54 or they may even act as conduits for the 
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flowing spin current.55 However, the orientation of the domain walls, and thus the rotation of n 

across them, is both parallel and perpendicular to the direction of propagation, which would hinder 

any possibility for spin transport in the superfluid regime.  The small domains frequently observed 

in thin film antiferromagnets3,45,46 thus prove detrimental to the transport of spin information, 

regardless of transport regime when the excited magnons are lower in frequency such as those 

injected by ferromagnetic layers at resonance12 or from broadband excitations such as performed 

here and in other studies11,15 where the scattering acts as a filter on the propagating magnon current. 

We here highlight that the functionalization of antiferromagnetic spintronic devices strongly 

benefits from either the absence of antiferromagnetic domain walls or from higher frequency 

excitations. 

To conclude, the transport of spin-information in antiferromagnetic thin films with large 

magnetic domains can reach micrometers, as in the best ferromagnetic thin film systems,33 which 

opens the way for instance towards the development of antiferromagnetic spin-logic devices.56 An 

applied magnetic field can be used to both train the domain structure and control the orientation of 

the Néel vector in order to facilitate the detection and tune the transport efficiency of magnonic 

spin transport. For selected growth orientations, a zero-field projection of the Néel vector can be 

achieved leading to field free spin-transport. Thus our identified different approaches to control 

magnon transports offer promising routes to the application of antiferromagnets in magnonic 

devices.56 
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